Titanic: Icon of an Age by Michael McCaughan
Titanic: Icon of an Age is a vivid exploration of Titanic in its era and a compelling testament to a story that reverberates across time. It has over 250 stunning images - some never published before - including contemporary pictures from the official Harland & Wolff photographic archive. A vast array of sources including extracts from newspapers, journals, and White Star Line publicity as well as postcards, advertisements, letters, and other memorabilia, combined with an accessible and authoritative text result in a detailed and evocative impression of the period and the great ship. 2012, 230 pp., (Blackstaff Press Ltd.) 978-0-85640-865-6 Cloth $42.95

Titanic Tragedy by Vincent McDonnell
A history of the famous sea tragedy for young readers. “I found the stories of the people on board [the Titanic] the ship's designers, the captain, the crew and officers, wealthy passengers, etc., to be moving, memorable and filled with the essence of being human.” – The Irish News. For Children ages 8 & up. 2007, 160 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-905172-41-2 Paper $12.95

Lighthouses
Ireland’s Lighthouses: A Photo Essay by John Eagle
Lighthouses have played an important role on Ireland’s extensive west coast since the fifth century, lighting the way for many a cargo and passenger ship while ensuring that those who made their living on the sea made it home safely. During a project that lasted over ten years, John Eagle made several during boat and helicopter trips to capture unique images of these wind-swept, wave-lashed buildings. This book brings together these striking photos with informative text on their details, locations, and how to find them. Ireland’s Lighthouse is sure to delight all those fascinated by these isolated guardians of the coast. “A splendid volume” – Irish Echo. 2010, 210 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-84889-024-4 Paper $36.95

Still on the Sound: A Seasonal Look at Island Life by Michael Faulkner
With stormy midnight crossings, dramatic sea rescues and the general in-conveniences of living on a vessel on an Irish sea, life on an island in Strangford Lough wouldn’t be for everyone, but, for Mike Faulkner and his wife Lynn the compensations are manifold and glorious. From the quieter days of winter when a baby seal becomes a much-loved and long-staying guest, to the bright weekends of spring when Strangford Lough becomes the ultimate yachtsman’s playground, Still on the Sound celebrates the seasons, the wildlife and the joy of living on an otherwise uninhabited island. 2009, 240 pp., (Blackstaff Press Ltd.) 978-0-85640-849-4 Cloth $32.95

Ireland’s Coastline: Exploring its Nature and Heritage by Richard Nairn
A comprehensive account of the natural and human history of Ireland’s coastline. “This book, using excellent narrative and beautiful photography, leaves you excited about Ireland and everything our coastline has to offer” – Coast. “A most handsome book” – The Irish Times. 2007, 232 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-905177-17-4 Cloth $45.00

Ireland’s Lighthouses: A Photo Essay by John Eagle
Lighthouses have played an important role on Ireland’s extensive west coast since the fifth century, lighting the way for many a cargo and passenger ship while ensuring that those who made their living on the sea made it home safely. During a project that lasted over ten years, John Eagle made several during boat and helicopter trips to capture unique images of these wind-swept, wave-lashed buildings. This book brings together these striking photos with informative text on their details, locations, and how to find them. Ireland’s Lighthouse is sure to delight all those fascinated by these isolated guardians of the coast. “A splendid volume” – Irish Echo. 2010, 210 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-84889-024-4 Paper $36.95

The Lightkeeper: A Memoir by Gerald Butler and Patricia Ahern
Gerald Butler was one of Ireland’s last lighthouse keepers. Until they were fully automated in the 1950s, Gerald spent over 21 years tending to many lighthouses around the coast of Ireland. In The Lightkeeper he recalls with passion the thrills, trials, tragedies, triumphs and everyday serving on lighthouses. Throughout his captivating story, he remembers the traumas of covey battling for their lives on mountaneous sea, in horrendous, stormy conditions. An affectionate portrayal of a different era, The Lightkeeper gives a unique insight into the lives and characters of lighthouse keepers, their families, and the sea-faring community. Includes a detailed account of the tragic 1959 Faminstown yacht race. 2012, 216 pp., (Liffey Press) 978-1-908308-23-2 Paper $25.95

Ocean Fever: The Damian Foxall Story by Damian Foxall
Ocean Fever traces his successes and failures on many teams, lifting the lid on rivalries, and challenges in the toughest of sports. He spent his childhood in Derrynane in Kerry where the ocean was part of his life. His journey to professional yacht racing began after time in London and the Caribbean and his first job on boats. His career covers most major trans-oceanic races, and a record set with the late Steve Fossett; and a recent Atlantic crossing in a leather boat. He also have excellent titles about island life and ecology, RMS Titanic, lighthouses, and much more – so take a cruise through the flyer and enjoy! We hope to hear from you.

Dear Reader,
Dufour Editions has distributed quality books from British and Irish publishers for over 60 years. Here, we’d like to present you with some of our finest nautical titles. Selections include Pete Hogan’s beautifully illustrated story of the Tahiti Ketch he built and sailed around the globe – his watercolors adorn this flyer; Damien Fossett’s autobiography [includes his record-breaking circumnavigation with Steve Fossett]; and a recount of a recent Atlantic crossing in a leather boat. We also have excellent titles about island life and ecology, RMS Titanic, lighthouses, and much more – so take a cruise through the flyer and enjoy! We hope to hear from you.

Our titles are available from Ingram, from Baker & Taylor, or from any good bookshop using exellent narrative and beautiful photographs adorns this flyer. Our titles are available from Ingram, from Baker & Taylor, or from any good bookshop.
Time on the Ocean: A Voyage From Cape Horn to Cape Town by Theo Dorgan

This is an exciting account of a two-month cruise from Punta Arenas in Chile to South Africa. Uncovering the narrative is the story of the author’s great-grandmother: she died in childbirth off Cape Horn, and was buried at sea. Time on the Ocean is a poetic and evocative adventure story. “Dorgan is, of course, a remarkable stylist, and the humor and poignancy of this book are offset by the white-knuckle adventures that constantly erupt. In between we discover meditations on family, time, friendship, danger and of course mortality. Some poets keep a sword upon stairs, and Dorgan is one of them.” —Irish Voice. 2010, 298 pp., (New Island Books) 978-1-84840-375-5 Paper $27.95

The Wreck of the Neva: The Horrifying Fate of a Convict Ship and the Irish Women Aboard by Cal McCarthy and Kevin Todd

The Neva sailed from Cork on January 8, 1835, destined for the prisons of Botany Bay. There were 240 people on board, most of them either female convicts or the wives of already deported convicts, and their children. On May 13, 1835 she sank with the loss of 224 lives. The authors have comprehensively researched sources in Ireland, Australia, and the UK to reconstruct in fascinating detail the stories of these women. Most perished beneath the ocean waves, but for others the journey from their poverty-stricken and criminal pasts continued towards hope of freedom and prosperity on the far side of the world. 2013, 320 pp. (Mercier) 978-1-909577-28-9 Cloth $109.95

In Search of Islands: A Life of Conor O’Brien by Judith Hill

This biography of Conor O’Brien, using his own drawings, paintings, and letters, records the eventful life of a sailor and mountaineer, fiction and travel writer, designer of boats and buildings, Irish nationalist, and defender of Britain. He made history by sailing around the world in a small yacht in 1923, climbed mountains with Mallory and Young, joined the Irish Volunteers, shipped guns with Erskine Childers, and wrote a best-selling book. 2009, 156 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-905172-61-8 Cloth $52.95

The Sea Hound: The Story of a Small Irish Ship by Daire Brunercardi

The Hels, later the Mavanu (Sea Hound) was present at the birth of a new state and was Ireland’s first fishery-patrol and research ship. Its lifetime, 1908–1947, coincided with the most important period in Irish history. Helf’s delivery of Liberty Hall is mentioned in every account of the 1916 Rising while it also played a key role in the Civil War. In 2023 it re-emerged from its protestant and research work, fast becoming unremarkable and unable to enforce order. In 1939 it was refitted for naval duties, the flagship of Ireland’s small navy, patrolling against invasion (Germany had planned an invasion of Ireland) and carrying out mine destruction. In 1943, on her last voyage from navy headquarters in Cork to Dublin for scrapping, she sank in a storm off Wexford. 2001, 152 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-903640-407 Paper $21.95

Building Boat

Jeanie Johnston: Sailing the Irish Famine Tall Ship by Michael English, Helen O’Carroll, Fred Walker

The story of the Jeanie Johnston began during a tragic period in Irish history - the Great Famine. The ship helped save some of the one million emigrants out of Ireland. In 2000 a replica Jeanie Johnston was built to commemorate the famine. This book documents life on board with stunning photographs. 2012, 274 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-84840-157-1 Cloth $47.95

The Skipper & Her Mate: Ten Years on Irish Waters by Nicki Griffin

A book about the people, fish and wildlife on the Irish waterways, told from the perspective of a woman on a journey through rivers and canals, and an apprenticeship in the ways of boating. When Nicki Griffin started boating in 2000, the inland waterways were rarely occupied by older family boats potters about. There were few of the big cruisers, the ‘gin palaces’, but this was all to change. With the boom and bust as a backdrop, this book highlights and explores the resulting changes in the character and uses of the waterways. 2013, 376 pp., 236 pp. (New Island Books) 978-1-84840-244-7 Paper $31.95

Traditional Boats of Ireland: History, Folklore, And Construction Edited by Criostoir MacCarthaigh

A book about the people, boats, and wildlife on the Irish waterways, told from the perspective of a woman on a journey through rivers and canals, and an apprenticeship in the ways of boating. 2013, 376 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-909577-28-9 Cloth $109.95

The Voyage of the Titanic: 2012 Centenary Edition by Duncan Crobie

This stunning interactive journal of a young boy explains the events of the time from a personal perspective while at the same time showing facts, figures and detailed information about the ship. Includes three fabulous pop ups, flaps, memorabilia and much more. For children ages 8 & up. 2011, 32 pp., (Gill & MacMillan) 978-0-7171-5999-1 Cloth $32.95

Arctic 2 Antarctica: A Celtic Spirit of Farther Voyage by Michael Holland and Janet Book

In 2005 an experienced amateur crew from eight different countries and both hemispheres sailed from Ireland to Iceland and back aboard an Irish sailing boat, Celtic Spirit of Fastnet. Then, in 2006, they sailed between the wild and remote places on the planet, taking spectacular photographs of the barren and extreme landscapes, wildlife, and people they encountered. Stunning and awesome, this is an epic story of a brave crew and a boat that took them to the ends of the world. 2008, 207 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-903572-64-1 Cloth $32.95

Liffey Ships and Shipbuilding by Pat Sweeney

This book provides a comprehensive history of the four shipbuilding yards that have operated along Dublin’s River Liffey since shipbuilding began there. It begins with The Wullivern and Webb shipyard from the early 18th century and documents the progression of the shipbuilding industry in Dublin throughout the First World War, the Great Depression, the Second World War and the vital part the shipyards played in keeping the neutral Irish merchant fleet operating in order to feed the country during the war, resulting in secret talks with the British navy about building ships in Dublin for the British during the Second World War. The narrative goes up to 1965 and the author then details the efforts that have been made to revive Dublin’s shipbuilding industry in more recent years. “Offering quite the comprehensive history tracing the development of the shipyard with its contributions to both world wars and its fall as aviation took the stage, Liffey Ships & Shipbuilding is filled with black and white photos and proves to be quite the history lesson, especially for those with a love for all things nautical”. —Midwest Book Review. 2010, 320 pp., (Mercier Press Ltd) 978-1-86355-682-3 Paper $29.95

BOAT BUILDING

Jeanie Johnston: The Miracles of a Beloved Ship by Pete Hogan

Jeanie Johnston: Sailing the Irish Famine Tall Ship by Michael English, Helen O’Carroll, Fred Walker

The story of the Jeanie Johnston began during a tragic period in Irish history - the Great Famine. The ship helped save some of the one million emigrants out of Ireland. In 2000 a replica Jeanie Johnston was built to commemorate the famine. This book documents life on board with stunning photographs. 2012, 274 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-84840-157-1 Cloth $47.95

The Skipper & Her Mate: Ten Years on Irish Waters by Nicki Griffin

A book about the people, fish and wildlife on the Irish waterways, told from the perspective of a woman on a journey through rivers and canals, and an apprenticeship in the ways of boating. When Nicki Griffin started boating in 2000, the inland waterways were rarely occupied by older family boats potters about. There were few of the big cruisers, the ‘gin palaces’, but this was all to change. With the boom and bust as a backdrop, this book highlights and explores the resulting changes in the character and uses of the waterways. 2013, 376 pp., 236 pp. (New Island Books) 978-1-84840-244-7 Paper $31.95

Traditional Boats of Ireland: History, Folklore, And Construction Edited by Criostoir MacCarthaigh

A book about the people, boats, and wildlife on the Irish waterways, told from the perspective of a woman on a journey through rivers and canals, and an apprenticeship in the ways of boating. 2013, 376 pp., (Collins Press) 978-1-909577-28-9 Cloth $109.95